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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The capacity to perceive and produce musical behaviors is a unique capability of
the human brain. Musical behaviors are prevalent across all human societies throughout
all times in recorded history, with some researchers even considering music a speciesspecific trait (Hodges & Sebald, 2011; Blacking, 1973). Because music is universal and
multifaceted, research in music psychology can be relevant to various disciplines and
psychological subfields. For example, research in music psychology can inform
perceptual research with regards to auditory, visual, vibrotactile, and multimodal
perceptual processes. Neuroscientists can use musical paradigms to identify specific or
shared cerebral structures that are devoted to music, similar to areas processing abilities
such as language or mathematics. The utility of music in behavioral and neurological
research is continuing to be realized as indicated by the number of published peerreviewed musical studies that has grown exponentially over the last several decades
(Edwards & Hodges, 2007). Music is a complex phenomenon that is difficult to study
holistically, thus it is important to identify and target subcomponents of music for
individual studies.
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Although the definition of what constitutes music from nonmusic is sometimes
debated within the music community, music can be broadly defined as the perception of
relations between pitch and rhythm in an auditory stimulus. Pitch and rhythm are the two
broadest subcomponents that together create music, and previous research has indicated
that the cerebral cortex processes these two subcomponents separately (Peretz & Zatorre,
2005). Pitch and rhythm can be further divided into distinct subcomponents that allow
researchers to focus on specific processes that together create the perception and
production of music. The present study focused specifically on rhythm; therefore, only
the components of rhythm are discussed herein.
Components of Rhythm
The rhythmic component of music can be divided into four distinct, yet related
subcomponents of beat, tempo, meter, and pattern. Beat is simply the basic unit of time or
tactus, whereas tempo is the frequency or rate of the underlying pulse structure or beat.
Meter is the grouping of beats into repeating cycles of strong and weak beats, and pattern
is defined as the specific sequence and duration of groups of pitches or notes (Thaut,
Trimarchi, & Parsons, 2014). Previous fMRI imaging research has indicated that these
subcomponents of rhythm are processed in both distinct and overlapping cortical areas.
More specifically, Thaut et al. found that the right temporal gyrus was primarily active
when discriminating patterns, the right middle and inferior frontal gyri were most active
during meter discrimination tasks, and tempo discrimination tasks primarily recruited the
right middle frontal gyrus, the right inferior parietal lobe, and the right superior temporal
gyrus. One commonality among these findings is that rhythmic tasks appear to be highly
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lateralized to the right hemisphere. The extent to which this apparent right lateralization
affects performance in rhythm tasks is unclear.
Tempo Detection and Threshold
Temporal tracking ability, or tempo detection, is thought to be an evolutionarily
adaptive capability. Tempo is directly related to time to the extent that most researchers
use the two terms interchangeably, as both describe a measure of passing intervals
(Thomas, 2007). Time estimation is important for physical interaction with the
environment and the coordination of movement. This ability to detect changes in acoustic
signals is important for recognizing motion, such as the increasing stride of an
approaching predator (Carrasco, Redolat, & Simon, 1998). The ability to sense tempo is
present even without the sense of hearing (Wigram, 1995). Consequently, the ability to
detect sequential relations is inherently important to survival and basic interaction with
the environment. This view of tempo detection implies that it is not necessarily a learned
skill that is acquired via musical training, but that it is likely an innate human ability with
survival implications.
A particular focus of the literature on temporal tracking ability has been research
investigating the threshold at which a change in the rate of a temporal sequence can be
detected, then identifying potential mechanisms that are responsible for estimating the
duration of stimulus intervals. The two predominant models that have been proposed to
describe the mechanism for tempo tracking are the oscillator-based models and the
pacemaker-counter models (Grondin, 2010). Oscillator-based models describe time
perception as the synchronization of internal neural “oscillators.” This is also known as
the entrainment model because the internal oscillator adapts to the period and phase of an
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external stimulus until the internal and external stimulus onsets are aligned. Pacemakercounter models describe time estimation as the function of an internal clock and internal
counter. The internal clock is proposed to emit pulses that are counted by the internal
counter wherein the number of internal pulses that are counted determines the perceived
interval duration. Pacemaker-counter models more accurately account for the ability to
judge a single, isolated time interval, whereas oscillator-based models provide a better
account of temporal tracking abilities for sequences of intervals that are common in
everyday events such as music. The stimuli in the current study were a series of
isochronous tones (such as a click track or metronome); therefore, the oscillator-based
models provide a more appropriate framework for the cognitive mechanism being
investigated in the present study.
The crux of research on tempo discrimination thresholds is based on a concept
known as the just noticeable difference (JND), a term used in a wide range of research on
perception. In terms of tempo discrimination threshold, the JND is simply the amount of
change in tempo that is necessary before a difference is perceived (Thomas, 2007).
According to Weber’s law, the ratio of change between two stimuli that is necessary to
detect a change remains constant with change in intensity. Most studies investigating
JNDs in other perceptual modalities report findings that are generally consistent with
Weber’s law; however, previous research has yielded mixed findings on the JND for
tempo discrimination.
Some of the mixed findings in the literature can likely be accounted for by
differences in the types of tasks implemented and other stimuli-specific factors, such as
initial tempo and working-memory demands. Thomas (2007) conducted a study to
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specifically investigate how JNDs were affected by some of these factors. His results
indicated that the JND to detect a change in tempo was about 6%, regardless of whether
the tempo was initially slow or fast, or if the tempo change was increasing or decreasing.
The JNDs reported by Thomas were in agreement with Jones and Yee (1997) and
McAuley and Kidd (1998) who both found the threshold to be a change of about 5% to
15% in the inter-onset interval (IOI). When investigating simple regular isochronous
sequences, Drake and Botte (1993) reported that for musicians and nonmusicians JNDs
ranged from 2% to 4%. Although Weber’s law would predict a constant ratio (or
common percentage), the results from previous research appear to indicate that the
change in tempo necessary to detect a change falls somewhere in the range of 2% to 15%,
depending on several factors such as task-type and individual differences, (e.g., previous
musical training). The present study further investigated the nature of JNDs by
dynamically increasing or decreasing the tempo of sequences in a discrimination task
(starting at 0% and increasing or decreasing to 20%), thereby affording the opportunity to
detect the average percentage change needed for JNDs.
Lateralization of Function
Functional lateralization refers to the functional efficiency for processing a given
task or stimulus in one hemisphere relative to the other. The cerebral cortex is organized
such that each hemisphere generally receives input, or sensory information, and sends
output, or motor commands, to the contralateral side of the body. For example, auditory
input to the right ear is generally processed by the auditory areas in the left hemisphere,
and movement of the right hand is generally controlled by the left hemisphere (Kolb &
Wishaw, 2009). Lateralization of function can lead to perceptual and behavioral
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differences in response to various stimuli. Additionally, certain research paradigms can
be used to find behavioral evidence of lateralization.
The most well-known research paradigm to take advantage of hemispheric
specialization and lateralization for auditory stimuli is the dichotic listening task.
Originally developed by Broadbent (1954) and further refined by Kimura (1964), the
dichotic listening task has been used as an unobtrusive means of assessing functional
lateralization of auditory processing in the cerebral hemispheres. It is most commonly
used to demonstrate the language proficiency of the left hemisphere, although the task
had been used as early as 1964 to investigate lateralization of musical processes. Music
researchers largely abandoned the dichotic listening task after a scathing criticism by
Sergent (1993), a veteran researcher with over 100 publications in a variety of
psychological subfields. It should be noted that Sergent’s criticism was published around
the same time that more advanced, but costly, imaging techniques (e.g., fMRIs) were
becoming available to researchers. Since Sergent’s largely accepted recommendation to
abandon the dichotic listening task in music research, new findings and procedures have
been published that warrant a reconsideration of the utility of the dichotic listening task in
music research.
The dichotic listening task was argued to be inappropriate in music paradigms for
three main reasons. Sergent (1993) first argued that the simultaneous presentation of two
competing musical passages would create distorted stimuli that could not be interpreted.
While this argument is cogent for pitch-related stimuli, it is likely to be less problematic
for isochronous tones (regular beats of a single tone) in rhythmic stimuli. Furthermore,
previous research has successfully used white noise as the competing stimulus in the non-
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target ear with dichotic listening paradigms, thereby avoiding the distortion of competing
musical passages (Strong, 1992). Sergent next argued that there was, at best, a poor
correlation between ear superiority and hemispheric specialization with regards to
callosal crossover times and reaction times. In rebuttal to this point, subsequent research
with more advanced imaging technology has found promising correlations and good
model fits with estimated interhemispheric transfer times and reaction times in dichotic
listening tasks (Elias, Bulman-Fleming, & McManus, 2000). Lastly, Sergent argued that
the fractionalization of music into subcomponents for research purposes caused the
stimuli to lose its musical quality, which in turn limits the generalizability or usefulness
of such data to understanding the true perception, processing, or production of music.
This is not a unique limitation as the same argument can be made for the majority of
broad constructs studied by psychologists. In light of these recent findings, it appears that
the dichotic listening task may indeed be useful for studying certain musical components,
particularly those associated with rhythm.
The dichotic listening task produces evidence of hemispheric specialization by
measuring reaction times and/or accuracy of responses to an auditory stimulus in a target
ear. If faster reaction times or increases in accuracy of responses are found for one ear
relative to the other, there is said to be a right ear or left ear advantage that suggests
lateralization of function. There are two neurological models that have been proposed to
explain how hemispheric lateralization of function would result in an ear advantage in
dichotic listening tasks, the callosal relay model and the direct access model (Jäncke,
2002). The callosal relay model predicts that an increase in reaction time for responses to
stimuli presented to the ipsilateral ear arises from the extra time needed for the auditory
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information to be sent across the corpus callosum to the more efficient hemisphere for
processing. The direct access model explains an ear advantage as being the product of
processing in the less-efficient hemisphere that leads to increased reaction times,
decreased accuracy, or both. Based on recent estimations of interhemispheric transfer
times, reaction time and accuracy analyses could estimate which model is most likely
accountable for a potential ear advantage in music tasks. These models could thereby
account for potential findings of increased reaction times and/or decreased performance
for tempo tasks within a dichotic listening task paradigm.
Tapping Tasks
Tapping tasks have been used to investigate a wide range of perceptual and motor
action phenomena, including a large body of research on tempo production. Tapping
tasks that require synchronizing taps to an external stimulus, or beat, are conducted using
a process known as sensorimotor synchronization (SMS). The two main theoretical
approaches to SMS are the information-processing theory and dynamic systems theory
(Repp, 2005). Most SMS related research has generally taken an information-processing
approach because it deals with responses in a discrete time series to describe hypothetical
internal processes, whereas dynamic systems theory primarily addresses continuous
movements that require less temporal control and may consequently recruit different
neural circuits. The information-processing literature is more relevant to tempo tracking
and synchronization to discrete time intervals. A common finding from the SMS
literature is that tapping asynchronies (the main dependent variable in SMS research)
tend to occur before the external tone (known as negative mean asynchrony, NMA). This
finding is typically interpreted as indicating that participants anticipate rather than react
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to a pacing stimulus, but as explained in Repp and Su’s (2013) updated review of SMS,
the finding is still not fully understood.
A large majority of the research on SMS has been focused on identifying what
factors account for observed differences in synchronization performance (or mean
asynchronies). Several factors have been identified that can significantly affect tapping
performance such as the modality of the synchronizing stimulus, the presence or absence
of a cuing stimulus (paced tapping or free tapping), the complexity of the rhythmic
pattern, and initial tempo speed (or the duration of the inter-onset interval) (Grieshaber &
Carlsen, 1996; Kolers & Brewster, 1985; Zendel, Ross, & Fujioka, 2011). Interestingly,
Ibbotson and Morton (1981) reported a left-hand advantage when tapping a steady beat in
concurrence with a rhythmic pattern tapped by the right hand that was not dependent on
handedness. Ibbotson and Morton interpreted this finding as evidence that rhythmic
processes are functionally lateralized to the left hemisphere; however, this finding has yet
to be replicated within a dichotic listening task paradigm.
Just as fMRI and other imaging studies have made great contributions to the
literature on tempo processing, imaging studies have been equally beneficial to
understanding tempo synchronization and other tapping tasks. The functional and
anatomical areas that have been found to be active during tapping tasks vary widely
depending on the nature, modality, and complexity of the task (Witt, Laird, & Meyerand,
2008). Using fMRI imaging, Jäncke et al. (2000) investigated the cortical areas active
when performing tapping tasks of different modalities (visual and auditory) and the type
of task (synchronization or continuation). Each manipulation revealed different areas of
activation, but the most applicable finding to the present study was that the right inferior
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cerebellum was found to be most active when performing a simple auditory
synchronization task. Thus, just as cerebral activation during tempo processing tasks
appears to primarily recruit structural and functional areas in the right hemisphere, the
right cerebellum also appears to be specialized for tempo synchronization tasks. The
right-lateralization of discrimination and synchronization tasks could have behavioral
implications, especially within a dichotic listening task paradigm.
Hypotheses
The present study was designed to find behavioral evidence that tempo processing
and production are right-lateralized using a dichotic listening task. We manipulated the
ear to which tempo stimuli were presented, the responding hand used during a tempo
discrimination task and a tapping task, and the consistency of the tempo stimuli. All
stimuli consisted of simple 1:1 isochronous tones (equivalent to a metronome) which
allowed tempo tracking and SMS to be investigated in the simplest form. This research
was designed to bridge the gap in the behavioral and neurological literature on tempo
processing and production (Peretz & Zatorre, 2005; Repp & Su, 2013; Thaut et al., 2014).
Discrimination Task. Based on the lateralization of tempo processing observed
in previous imaging research, it was hypothesized that a left ear advantage would be
found for tempo discrimination in a dichotic listening task, similar to the right ear
advantage robustly found in language lateralization research (Thaut et al., 2014). More
specifically, it was predicted that judgments in a same/different discrimination task would
be more accurate when the target stimulus was presented in the left ear, and that there
would be an increase in response time when the target stimulus was presented to the right
ear relative to the left. Furthermore, because left hand motor actions are controlled in the
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motor areas of the right hemisphere, it was hypothesized that reaction time would be
fastest in the left-responding hand condition because of the lack of callosal transfer times
that discrimination information must travel from the tempo processing areas also located
in the right hemisphere (Jäncke, 2002). Lastly, it was hypothesized that reaction times
would be greatest when there was no change in tempo between initial and comparison
sequences because no actual change could be detected during the “no change” conditions.
Tapping Task. The tapping task was designed to investigate whether SMS
abilities are functionally lateralized to the right hemisphere as suggested by previous
imaging studies using a synchronization-continuation paradigm (Thaut et al., 2014). It
was hypothesized that tapping performance would be most accurate and least variable
when the external synchronization stimulus was presented to the left ear (Peretz &
Zatorre, 2005). More specifically with regards to tapping accuracy, it was hypothesized
that tapping asynchrony would be lowest when the external stimulus was presented to the
left ear during the synchronization phase, and that inter-tap intervals during the
continuation phase would be closer in duration to the initial inter-onset interval of the
pacing stimulus when presented to the left ear. In terms of tapping variability, it was
hypothesized the standard deviation of tapping asynchronies would be lowest during the
synchronization phase when the external stimulus was presented to the left ear, and that
coefficients of variation would be lowest in left-ear conditions. Based on the left-hand
advantage for beat production reported by Ibbotson and Morton (1981), it was also
hypothesized that a left hand advantage would be found for tapping accuracy and
variability for beat synchronization and continuation.
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In sum, tempo processing and production has been of interest to neurological and
cognitive fields of research. Although both approaches have made much progress in
understanding how this uniquely human ability is performed (Repp & Su, 2013), the
cumulative body of literature is lacking a convergence of these two fields of research.
The cognitive tapping literature has primarily focused on identifying variables that affect
tempo processing and production performance, then attempting to incorporate these
variables into cognitive models of these processes. Conversely, the neurological literature
has worked to identify the functional and anatomical cortical areas that are active when
performing tempo processing and production tasks (Witt, Laird, & Meyerand, 2008).
Building and synthesizing on the previous research from these fields, the present study
was designed to investigate a potential behavioral difference in tempo perception and
production performance generated by an apparent right-lateralization of function seen in
the neurological literature (Peretz & Zatorre, 2005; Thaut et al., 2014). Such findings
inform the cognitive literature by refining the mechanisms that are incorporated as
sources of variance in tempo processes. These data also provide behavioral support to
the proposed right-hemispheric lateralization of tempo processes suggested by the
neurological literature. Furthermore, the findings from this study can be used for clinical
purposes, such as diagnostic tools for neurological disorders. Finally, these data are also
of interest to the domain of music performance by providing potential recommendations
when using external time-keeping tools during live and recording performance.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY

Participants
Participants (N = 64; women = 43, men = 21) with no previous head trauma or
other behavioral, cognitive, or perceptual disabilities were recruited for this study. A
G*Power software analysis verified that this was a sufficient sample size. The sample
was selected from undergraduates enrolled in an introductory psychology course at The
University of Alabama in Huntsville. Only participants ages 18-50 were recruited
(M = 21.2 years). In total 27 participants had more than 3 years of either vocal or
instrumental musical training or experience (M = 4.2 years, median = 2 years). The
sample comprised of 59 participants who identified as right handed and 5 that identified
as left handed. Participants with hearing or movement disabilities were advised to
participate in an alternative study. From the initial 70 participants recruited, 6 participants
were excluded because of technical difficulties (e.g., program glitches) or for failing to
follow instructions. The proposal was approved by the IRB (see Appendix A, consent
form Appendix B) and followed APA guidelines.
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Design
Tempo Discrimination Task This study adhered to a 2 x 2 x 3 (Target Ear: left,
right; Responding Hand: left, right; Target Stimulus: same, decreasing, increasing) within
subjects design. The experiment consisted of a tempo discrimination task and a tempo
synchronization-continuation task using a dichotic listening task paradigm. The target
stimulus included a pair of audio sequences containing 8 beats each at a starting tempo of
120 beats per minute (bpm), or an inter-onset-interval (IOI) of 500 ms. The first sequence
of the pair was always at a constant 120 bpm, while the second sequence either remained
at 120 bpm, or dynamically increased or decreased by 20% in tempo from the initial
tempo. For the discrimination task, the participant indicated whether the second sequence
in the pair maintained the same tempo as the tempo in the initial sequence, and was
instructed to respond immediately if a change was detected. The target ear was the ear in
which the target stimulus was presented (i.e., the audio channel to which the target
stimulus was directed). The responding hand was the hand that a participant was
instructed to use to indicate a “same or different” answer by pressing the appropriate key
on a keyboard during an experimental trial. The main dependent variables for the
discrimination task were accuracy of responses, measured as the percentage of correctly
judged sequence pairs, and reaction time (ms).
Tempo Synchronization-continuation Task The synchronization/continuation
task maintained the same design and tempo stimuli as the discrimination task; however,
the task was altered to test SMS and the tempo change factor was excluded. Participants
were instructed to first synchronize with the external stimulus and to then continue
tapping at the same tempo at the same pace for 16 more beats. The responding hand was
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the hand that a participant was instructed to use to tap the beat in the synchronizationcontinuation task. The dependent variables for the synchronization phase were absolute
mean asynchrony, measured by subtracting each inter-tap interval (ITI) from the pacing
inter-onset interval (IOI; ms), then averaging the absolute difference within samecondition trials, and the tapping variability, calculated as the standard deviation of
asynchronies within each condition. The dependent variables of the continuation phase
were tapping accuracy, calculated as the mean absolute difference in ITI minus the
predetermined IOI, and coefficient of variation (CV), calculated as the standard deviation
of ITIs divided by the mean ITI within each trial. An illustration of the synchronizationcontinuation tapping task and an example of the calculations of the dependent variables is
provided in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 Illustration of the synchronization-continuation tapping task. (a) Participants
synchronized taps with the external pacing stimulus. (b) Participants continued tapping at
the pace once the external pacing stimulus was removed. (c-d) Examples of the accuracy
and variability calculations for the synchronization (c) and continuation (d) phases.
!
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Materials
The experiment was conducted in a lab and was presented via Psyscope X B77
software (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993). The tempo processing stimuli
were adapted from the rhythm portion of the Gordon Musical Aptitude Profile (1995) and
were generated with GarageBand recording software. The tones in the tempo-processing
task were 440 Hz piano timbre sounds of 231 ms duration. The same external stimuli
were used for both the discrimination and the synchronization-continuation task (see
Figure 2.3); however, only the initial 18 taps were analyzed in the synchronizationcontinuation data (8 taps for the synchronization phase and 10 for the continuation phase;
see Figure 2.1). The competing stimulus in the non-target ear was computer-generated
white noise.
The audio stimuli were played through noise cancelling headphones. Participants
completed the experiment using a MacBook 12 inch Pro, and used the keyboard to input
responses in the discrimination task (by pressing the [s] or [d] key) and for the tapping
tasks (by tapping the [space] key). Figure 2.2 provides an illustration of the materials
used, including an example of the dynamic increasing or decreasing tempo stimuli used
in the tempo discrimination task.
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Figure 2.2 Graphical representation of a tempo discrimination trial.

As seen in Figure 2.3, the tempo stimuli were comprised of an initial sequence of
8 tones that maintained a constant IOI of 500 ms, a 5 s inter-stimulus-interval, and a test
sequence of 8 tones that dynamically decreased (top of Figure 2.2) or increased (bottom
of Figure 2.3) in tempo up to 20% from the initial IOI. It should be noted that a decrease
in tempo corresponds to an increase in IOI, whereas an increase in tempo corresponds to
a decrease in IOI (e.g., the time intervals between tones in a faster tempo, in terms of
bpm, are shorter). In the no change conditions, the test sequence contained 8 tones that
maintained the same IOI as the initial 8 tones (i.e., 500 ms).
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Figure 2.3 Graphical representation of beat sequences in tempo discrimination trial.

A post task questionnaire (PTQ) was administered which included assessments of
handedness, prior musical training, manipulation check questions, and general
demographic information (see appendix C). Handedness was measured with the
Handedness Questionnaire (Coren, 1992). Participants indicated prior musical training by
reporting the number of years of formal music training they had received, as well as
reporting any former or ongoing musical activities.
Procedure
Participants in individual sessions began by providing informed consent after
which they were prompted to read instructions for the experimental task and were then
given oral instructions by the experimenter. Participants were then instructed to put on
the noise canceling ear-phones in the correct orientation. The volume was set to a
comfortable level that was held constant for all participants. A practice trial was then
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presented to familiarize participants with the task. Once participants indicated that they
understood the task, three experimental subtests containing 16 pairs (8 pairs to each ear)
were presented with a 5 s inter-stimulus interval between each trial pair. In total, there
were 48 stimulus pairs presented for each experimental task. The trials were presented in
randomized order (see Appendix D). There was a 1750 ms inter-trial interval during
which participants were instructed regarding the hand with which to respond in the
subsequent trial. After completing all experimental trials in the discrimination task,
participants were given a 5 min rest period during which they completed a word search
puzzle.
After the rest period, participants were again given instructions and completed a
practice trial for the synchronization-continuation tapping task. The tapping task followed
the same format as the discrimination task, with the exception that participants were
instructed to tap along with the external stimulus and then continue tapping at the same
pace as the external stimulus rather than simply indicating a same/different response.
After all experimental trials had been completed, participants completed the PTQ, were
debriefed, thanked, and released. The headphones and keyboard were cleaned with
sanitary wipes prior to and immediately following each experimental session. Participants
typically completed the total experimental session in about 45 min. A summary of the
total procedure is provided in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Summary of the total experimental procedure.

Synchronization-Continuation Data Analysis
Prior to performing all inferential analyses, participants’ raw data were
preprocessed to remove artifacts and outliers. The first 3 taps during the synchronization
phase were excluded from all analyses. Rebound artifacts were removed using a
threshold of 100-ms (Farrugia et al., 2012). Additionally, all ITIs that were more than 3
standard deviations from the mean ITI were removed as outliers. Finally, all ITIs that
were greater than 50% of the absolute mean IOI were excluded from analyses. The
remaining data were used to calculate that main dependent variables.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESULTS

Tempo Discrimination Task
All data were analyzed using SPSS statistical software with alpha set at p < .05.
For discrimination accuracy, the results of a 2 (Target Ear: left, right) x 2 (Responding
Hand: left, right) by 3 (Tempo Change: decreasing, increasing, same) repeated measures
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect for tempo change, F(2, 102) = 6.285,
p = .003, ηp² = .111, such that decreasing and increasing tempos were discriminated less
accurately than when there was no change in tempo (see Figure 3.1). None of the other
main effects or interactions were significant (see Table 3.1 for summary of results).
For discrimination reaction time, a 2 (Target Ear: left, right) x 2 (Responding
Hand: left, right) by 3 (Tempo Change: decreasing, increasing, same) repeated measures
ANOVA again revealed a significant main effect for change, F(2, 98) = 15.766, p < .001,
ηp² = .243. As see in Figure 3.2, responses were fastest when the tempo increased, and
slowest when the tempo decreased. The ANOVA again indicated that no other main
effects or interactions were significant (see Table 3.2).
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Table 3.1
Results of repeated measures ANOVA for tempo discrimination accuracy
Variable

df

F

p

Target Ear

(1, 51)

.502

.482

Responding Hand

(1, 51)

1.734

.194

Change*

(2, 102)

6.285

.003*

Ear x Hand

(1, 51)

1.546

.219

Ear x Change

(2, 102)

1.916

.146

Hand x Change

(2, 102)

.055

.946

Ear x Hand x Change (2, 102)

.617

.542

Note. *Indicates significance at p < .05 level.

Figure 3.1 Discrimination accuracy was lower when the to-be-judged tempo increased or
decreased from the initial tempo.
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Table 3.2
Results of repeated measures ANOVA for tempo discrimination reaction time
Variable

df

F

p

Target Ear

(1, 49)

1.108

.298

Responding Hand

(1, 49)

1.157

.287

Change*

(2, 98)

15.766

<.001*

Ear x Hand

(1, 49)

.577

.451

Ear x Change

(2, 98)

.038

.963

Hand x Change

(2, 98)

1.796

.171

Ear x Hand x Change (2, 98)

1.379

.257

Note. *Indicates significance at p < .05 level.
13,600!

Reac%on(Time((ms)(

13,400!
13,200!
13,000!
12,800!
12,600!
12,400!
12,200!

Decreasing!

Increasing!
Direc%on(of(Tempo(Change(

No!Change!

Figure 3.2 Judgements in tempo change were made fastest when the tempo increased and
were slowest when the tempo decreased.
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Synchronization-Continuation Tapping Task
For synchronization accuracy, a 2 (Target Ear: left, right) x 2 (Tapping Hand: left,
right) repeated measures ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for Target Ear,
F(1, 60) = 8.843, p = .004, ηp² = .128. As seen in Figure 3.3, absolute mean asynchrony
was lower when the external tempo was input to the left ear, indicating higher tapping
accuracy. The ANOVA indicated that there was not a significant main effect for Tapping
Hand, F(1, 60) = .363, p = .549, nor a significant Target Ear by Tapping Hand
interaction, F(1, 60) = .378, p = .541.!

Absolute(Mean(Asynchrony((ms)(

75!
73!
71!
69!
67!
65!

LeO!Hand!

63!

Right!Hand!

61!
59!
57!
55!

LeO!Ear!

Right!Ear!

Target(Ear(
Figure 3.3 Tapping synchronization was more accurate when the external stimulus was
presented to the left ear.
Tapping consistency in the synchronization phase was analyzed by performing a 2
(Target Ear: left, right) x 2 (Tapping Hand: left right) repeated measures ANOVA which
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revealed a significant main effect for Target Ear, F(1, 57) = 5.923, p = .018, ηp² = .094.
As seen in Figure 3.4, asynchrony standard deviation was lower when the external
stimulus was input to the left ear, indicating lower variability in synchronization tapping.
There was not a significant main effect for Hand, F(1, 57) = .065, p = .800, nor a
significant Ear by Hand interaction, F(1, 57) = .440, p = .510.

Asynchrony(Standard(Devia%on((ms)(

35!
34!
33!
32!
31!
30!

LeO!Hand!

29!

Right!Hand!

28!
27!
26!
25!

LeO!Ear!

Right!Ear!

Target(Ear(
Figure 3.4 Tapping variability was lower when the external stimulus was presented to the
left ear.

Tapping accuracy during the continuation phase was assessed by performing a
(Target Ear: left, right) x 2 (Tapping Hand: left right) repeated measures ANOVA.
Results indicated a significant main effect for Target Ear, F(1, 60) = 4.956, p = .03,
ηp² = .076. As seen in Figure 3.5, the absolute mean difference in ITI relative to the
!
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predetermined IOI was lower when the pacing stimulus had been input to the left ear to
signify a higher tapping accuracy. The analysis indicated that there was not a significant
main effect for Tapping Hand, F(1, 60) = .380, p = .540, and that there was not a
significant Target Ear by Tapping Hand interaction, F(1, 60) = .917, p = .342.
20!
19!

|Mean(ITI(C(IOI|((ms)(

18!
17!
16!
15!

LeO!Hand!

14!

Right!Hand!

13!
12!
11!
10!

LeO!Ear!

Right!Ear!

Target(Ear(
Figure 3.5 Continuation tapping was more accurate when the pacing stimulus had been
presented to the left ear.
To assess tapping variability in the continuation phase, a 2 (Target Ear: left, right)
x 2 (Tapping Hand: left right) repeated measures ANOVA again revealed a significant
main effect for Target Ear, F(1, 60) = 4.139, p = .046, ηp² = .065. As seen in Figure 3.6,
coefficients of variation were lower when the pacing stimulus had been input to the left
ear, indicating lower variability (higher tapping consistency). Again, the ANOVA
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indicated no significant main effect for Tapping Hand, F (1, 60) = 1.297, p = .259, nor a
significant Target Ear by Tapping Hand interaction, F(1, 60) = .164, p = .687.
.063!

Coeﬃcient(of(Varia%on((CV)(

.062!
.061!
.060!
.059!
.058!

LeO!Hand!

.057!

Right!Hand!

.056!
.055!
.054!
.053!

LeO!Ear!

Right!Ear!

Target(Ear(
Figure 3.6 Variability of continuation tapping was lower when the pacing stimulus had
been presented to the left ear.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

Tempo Discrimination
Contrary to the hypotheses, there was not a significant ear or hand advantage in
accuracy or response time in the tempo discrimination task. Although response times
were faster when the target stimulus was presented to the left ear and responses were
made with the left hand, these differences were not significant. These results are
consistent with Strong (1992) who was also unable to detect an ear advantage using a
dichotic listening paradigm in a tempo discrimination task. Despite the functional
lateralization of tempo processing previously found in imaging studies, it is possible that
other sources of variance (e.g., higher order cognitive processes) made a larger
contribution to error in the discrimination paradigm in the present study. These processes
could obscure the more sensitive measures of initial detection and response to temporal
fluctuations (Thaut et al., 2014).
The only significant results found from the discrimination task were that
participants more accurately discriminated unchanging tempos than when the comparison
tempo increased or decreased. A post-hoc analysis revealed that decreasing tempos were
discriminated significantly less accurately relative to when there was no change in initial
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and comparison tempos (Mean Difference = -.123, p = .004), but that discrimination
accuracy was not significantly different for no-change as opposed to increasing or
increasing in contrast to decreasing tempos. Furthermore, participants’ response times
were significantly longer when discriminating decreasing tempos from increasing
tempos. Thus performance as measured by both accuracy and response time was lowest
when discriminating decreasing tempos. Pouliot and Grondin (2005) reported the inverse
findings, such that decreasing tempos were discriminated significantly faster than
increasing tempos; however, this difference was only found for musical stimuli and not
for monotonal stimuli as used in the present study. It should be noted that the significant
results found in the present study were in terms of response time regardless of the
condition (e.g., increasing, decreasing, or constant tempos). When analyzed as a function
of percent change of initial IOI, the JND response times for both increasing and
decreasing tempos were 10% (450 and 550 ms, respectively). This indicates that JNDs
were equal for both increasing and decreasing tempos, a finding that is consistent with
Weber’s law and other previous research (Thomas, 2007). While it is of theoretical
interest that discrimination accuracy was significantly lower for decreasing tempos,
further interpretation of these results is beyond the focus of the present study, as no
significant ear or hand differences were observed.
Sensorimotor Synchronization-Continuation Tapping Task
As hypothesized, a left ear advantage was found for tapping accuracy and
variability in both the synchronization and continuation phases of SMS. Ear-advantages
found in dichotic listening paradigms are robustly interpreted as indicating functional
lateralization (e.g., Jäncke, 2002; Kimura, 1964; Kolb & Wishaw, 2009); therefore, the
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results from the present study support the right-hemisphere specialization of SMS as
predicted by Peretz and Zatorre (2005) and are consistent with the reported predominant
activation of the right hemisphere during SMS tasks found in previous imaging studies
(Thaut et al., 2014). As such, these findings represent a unique contribution to both
behavioral and imaging literature on SMS by providing behavioral support to the imaging
research as well as identifying a unique factor contributing to SMS performance.
As discussed in the section on lateralization of function, the two models that have
been proposed to explain ear advantages in dichotic listening paradigms are the callosal
relay model and the direct access model. Applying these models to the present study of
the right-lateralization of tempo processes, the callosal relay model would predict
significant left-ear and left-hand advantages in tapping performance, as both the tempo
processing and motor production commands would be performed in the right hemisphere
where the auditory information from the external stimulus is assumed to be processed
(Jäncke, 2002). Conversely, the direct access model proposes that the receiving
hemisphere directly processes the auditory information as opposed to transferring it
across the corpus callosum to be processed by the more specialized hemisphere.
Consequently, the direct access model would predict a significant hand by ear interaction
because of the limitations of the left hemisphere in tempo processes. The results from the
present study were unable to fully support either model prediction. Although the
hypothesized left-ear advantage was supported for the synchronization and continuation
phases of SMS, the predicted left hand advantage or hand by ear interaction were not
detected in the current study. Consequently, neither model can be used to directly
interpret the left ear advantage found in the present study.
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Although neither model of ear-advantages in dichotic listening tasks could be
confirmed in the present study, there is some evidence that the left ear advantage found in
the present study could be attributable to callosal transfer times. Post-mortem studies
have predicted callosal transfer times to be in the range of ± 7.6-24.9 ms (Aboitiz et al.,
1992). The mean differences in tapping asynchronies observed between the left and right
target ears in the present study were in close agreement with this estimation, as the mean
asynchrony of taps was found to be 6 ms less when the synchronizing stimulus was
presented to the left ear. This mean difference could be interpreted as implicating the
corpus callosum as a candidate factor in the observed left ear advantage; however, as
Jäncke (2002) cautioned, there are many other processing stages involved in dichotic
listening tasks. One should be reluctant to interpret such findings as indicating callosal
transfer times to be the main influencing factor in observed ear advantages.
One possible explanation for the current data not corroborating previous findings
of a left hand advantage in SMS could lie in the tasks employed in the present and
previous studies. The failure to detect a left hand advantage is inconsistent with Ibbotson
and Morton (1981), who reported a significant left hand advantage for beat production.
Ibbotson and Morton found the left hand advantage for beat production when the task
was performed in tandem with a rhythmic production task performed by the right hand.
The present study did not require any other task to be simultaneously performed by the
contralateral hand during the beat production task. This factor is likely critical for
replicating the left hand advantage reported by Ibbotson and Morton.
The modality of auditory stimuli presented in the dichotic listening tasks can also
be a factor to consider. The current findings were also inconsistent with Jäncke (2002)
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who found support for the callosal relay model in a dichotic listening task as indicated by
significant main effects for target ear and responding hand. The study conducted by
Jäncke was designed to assess which model better predicted the right ear advantages
consistently found for verbal stimuli in dichotic listening tasks. In contrast, the present
study was designed to test processing and production of isochronous tempo stimuli.
Consequently, it is possible that there are qualitative differences in cerebral processing of
these different modalities of auditory stimuli.
General Discussion
This study sought to bridge the gap between the neuroimaging research on tempo
processing and production with the body of literature on sensorimotor synchronization
(SMS), a construct that is primarily cognitive in nature. This goal of the research was
accomplished by employing a dichotic listening task in which behavioral differences (the
main focus of SMS research) were interpreted as evidence of hemispheric specialization,
a focus of neuroimaging research (Jäncke, 2002; Kimura, 1964; Kolb & Wishaw, 2009;
Repp & Su, 2013; Peretz & Zatorre, 2005). These results can be used to refine cognitive
models of SMS (e.g., incorporating callosal transfer times as a potential source of
variance), and can be applied to cognitive neuropsychological models by identifying a
unique function of tempo-specific cortical structures in the right hemisphere. As such, the
results from this study can be interpreted and applied to both fields of tempo research.
The present study supported the hypothesized left ear advantage for all main
dependent variables in SMS (the synchronization-continuation tapping task), but failed to
detect the same hypothesized left ear advantage for tempo processing in the
discrimination task. These results are surprising given that the same mechanisms are
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thought to be employed for both tasks (Repp & Su, 2013). While one could interpret
these findings as indicating that these two processes recruit distinct and separate
mechanisms, there is sufficient reason to caution against this interpretation as it is
inconsistent with the cumulative body of tapping literature (Repp & Su). Consequently,
the null results obtained in the discrimination task are likely attributable to task-specific
factors such as inadequate control, problems with task instructions, fatigue effects, or
sensitivity of measurements. The discussion herein will therefore focus on the significant
results obtained from the tapping task.
For decades, researchers in the cognitively-focused SMS field have worked to
develop a model of the mechanisms employed to perform SMS functions. Multiple
variations of these models have been published to account for different task requirements
in SMS, but the mechanisms common to most models comprise of two main components
that include an internal “timekeeper” and a motor implementation component (Repp,
2005). As previously mentioned, the oscillator-based models have been suggested to
more accurately describe the timing of sequences of intervals (Grondin, 2010). With
respect to the present study, it is of theoretical interest to examine which component (i.e.,
timekeeper or motor) was affected by the dichotic listening manipulations. Given that the
present study found a significant left ear advantage without significant hand advantages
in the synchronization-continuation task, it appears that a timing mechanism would be the
more likely candidate as the source of error. Support for this interpretation can be gleaned
from the gradual decreases in effect sizes from the synchronization and continuation
phases. Oscillator based models describe the internal timing mechanism as either a single
neural oscillator or an ensemble of neural oscillators that adapt or entrain to the period
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and phase of an external stimulus. The entrainment process occurs during the
synchronization phase and is thought to continue phase locking as long as the external
stimulus permits; entrainment diminishes once the external stimulus is removed
(Grondin; 2010; McAuley, 2010). The decaying effect sizes as measured by accuracy and
stability (i.e., variability) observed from the synchronization to continuation phases
observed in the present study are consistent with this prediction (Synchronization and
Continuation accuracy ηp² = .128 to ηp² = .076, respectively; Synchronization and
Continuation variability ηp² = .094 to ηp² = .065, respectively). This suggests the
possibility that an internal oscillatory time-keeping mechanism was affected by the target
ear manipulation.
The possibility that a timing mechanism was the source of error in the present
study might also be supported by the active functional areas that have been observed
when performing tempo tasks in the neuroimaging literature. Previous research has
identified several areas of the right hemisphere that are active during tempo processing
and production tasks, including the right inferior parietal cortex, the right superior
temporal gyrus, the right/middle precentral frontal gyrus, and the right dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (Repp, 2005; Thaut et al., 2014). The right superior temporal cortex
could be of particular interest to the present study, as it has been described as a potential
site of specific auditory sequence memory (Todd, Lee, & O’Boyle, 2002). Thaut and
colleagues conducted an fMRI study while participants performed several types of
rhythmic tasks, including rhythm reproduction, meter, and tempo processing tasks, and
found that this area was uniquely active during tempo tasks. The authors proposed that
the right superior temporal cortex might encapsulate a distinct computational mechanism
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for processing the rate of auditory events. Results from the present study are in agreement
with this interpretation, as the left ear advantage implicates the use of a timing
mechanism functionally lateralized to the right hemisphere.
Applications
Beyond the applications to basic research in tempo processes, this research could
also be of applied interest to clinical and music performance domains. Similar research
efforts have been applied to individuals with neurological disorders or deficits that affect
the neural structures recruited for tempo processes (Grahn & McAuley, 2009). For
example, Grahn and Brett (2009) found that patients diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease
were more likely to exhibit deficits in beat perception. Grahn and McAuley proposed that
tempo processing and production paradigms could be used to characterize and monitor
disease progression. With further development and testing, the paradigm used in the
present study could be equally useful as a preliminary diagnostic tool for patients with
localized unilateral lesions or abnormal callosal function.
From a music performance perspective, the present study provides evidence of a
potential performance benefit when an external pacing stimulus is supplied (i.e., playing
with a metronome or “click track”). The tapping literature has consistently found that
tempo production is more accurate and consistent when tapping along with an external
stimulus (i.e., paced tapping) as opposed to self-paced tapping, corresponding to the
synchronization and continuation phases of tapping paradigms, respectively (Repp & Su,
2013). The benefit of an external pacing stimulus to time-keeping in musical contexts is
frequently applied in real-world musical scenarios such as live performances and in
recording sessions where musicians are supplied a “click track” via ear buds during
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performance. This serves to prevent undesirable gradual changes in tempo that can occur
over time in the absence of a steady pacing stimulus, a phenomenon known as tempo drift
(Dalh & Granqvist, 2003). In these musical contexts, it is not uncommon for such click
tracks to be panned to one ear while other monitoring tracks (e.g., vocals, guitar, etc.) are
panned to the other ear. There are no known published guidelines or recommendations
for which ear to pan these different tracks to, but the results of the present study suggest
that time-keeping aspects of music performance would be enhanced by panning click
tracks panned to the left ear.
Limitations and Future Research
The inability to detect a significant ear advantage in the tempo discrimination task
is likely attributable to limitations of the current study. Although participants completed
an equal number of trials in both the discrimination and synchronization-continuation
tasks, the discrimination task only yielded one data point per trial, whereas the tapping
task provided multiple single-tap points of data per trial. As a result, there was more
within subject variation in the discrimination data that made it more difficult to extract
noise and remove outliers in the data. Furthermore, tempo discrimination requires more
higher-order decision making processes than synchronized tapping with an external
stimulus (Jones & McAuley, 2005). It is possible that this added decision making time
obscured the desired measurement of participants’ “initial detection” of tempo changes.
Future research would benefit by employing measures better suited to detecting JNDs in
tempo monitoring paradigms.
Another notable limitation in the present study was that we were unable to
directly investigate further potential sources of variance, such as handedness and previous
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musical training. Although these measures were collected, the sample was not
sufficiently large enough to perform any meaningful inferential analyses on these
individual difference variables. This should not be of primary concern to the validity of
the main variables of interest given that the study was fully within subjects; however,
handedness has been found to affect the functional organization of language processes
(Jäncke, 2002). Furthermore, previous musical experience has been linked to differences
in the size, organization, and activation of certain cortical structures associated with
musical processes (Grahn & Rowe, 2009; Repp, 2005). Preliminary analyses of these
individual difference variables from the current data indicated no significant target ear by
previous musical training or handedness interactions; however, these variables should be
further studied using a dichotic listening task paradigm in future SMS research.
Conclusion
This study represents a unique contribution to the cumulative body of literature on
tempo processes, as no other known recent study has identified a significant performance
benefit to tempo processes based on the functional organization of tempo areas in the
cerebral cortex. The results from this study inform both basic and applied interests in
tempo processes by providing evidence of a left ear advantage in sensorimotor
synchronization, a unique human ability that is of interest to cognitive, neurological,
clinical, and music performance domains. This study has also successfully reintroduced
the dichotic listening paradigm as a useful tool for investigating tempo processes, a
paradigm that had been largely abandoned by music psychology researchers in the last
two decades (Sergent, 1993). More research is needed to enhance the confidence in the
findings and interpretations of the present study, but the use of the dichotic listening task
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for research in tempo processes appears to be a promising paradigm for a variety of fields
and research interests in the psychology of music and rhythm.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A: IRB APPROVAL
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APPENDIX B: CONSENT FORM
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APPENDIX C: POST TASK QUESTIONNAIRE (PTQ)
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APPENDIX D: EXAMPLE OF RANDOMIZED TRIAL BLOCKS
!

Trial(#(
1!
2!
3!
4!
5!
6!
7!
8!
9!
10!
11!
12!
13!
14!
15!
16!

Block(1(
LE!LH!S!
RE!RH!S!
RE!RH!S!
LE!LH!DEC!
LE!RH!DEC!
LE!RH!S!
RE!RH!DEC!
RE!RH!INC!
RE!LH!INC!
RE!LH!S!
LE!RH!INC!
LE!RH!S!
RE!LH!DEC!
LE!LH!S!
LE!LH!INC!
RE!LH!S!

Block(2(
LE!RH!DEC!
RE!RH!DEC!
RE!LH!S!
RE!LH!INC!
LE!LH!INC!
LE!LH!DEC!
RE!LH!S!
LE!LH!S!
LE!LH!S!
RE!LH!DEC!
LE!RH!INC!
LE!RH!S!
RE!RH!S!
LE!RH!S!
RE!RH!S!
RE!RH!INC!

Block(3(
LE!LH!S!
LE!LH!S!
RE!LH!S!
RE!RH!S!
LE!RH!DEC!
RE!RH!DEC!
LE!LH!DEC!
LE!RH!S!
RE!LH!S!
RE!RH!INC!
RE!LH!DEC!
RE!RH!S!
LE!RH!INC!
RE!LH!INC!
LE!LH!INC!
LE!RH!S!

LE = Target stimulus in left ear, RE = Target stimulus in right ear
LH = Respond with left hand, RH = Respond with right hand
S = No change in test tempo, DEC = Test tempo decreases, INC = Test tempo increases
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